The General Manager (Mech)
All Indian Railways

Sub: Purification of Wagon Master & conversion of wagon number to 11 digit number through Indian Railway Wagon Management System (IRWMS) during ROH & POH
Ref: Board’s letter of even number dated 01.09.2016

Vide Board’s letter under reference above, the process for purification of Wagon Master and conversion of 11 digit wagon numbers through IRWMS during ROH and POH was advised. More than 42 months have already passed since beginning of these exercises and it is a reasonable expectation that during this period all wagons should have crossed at least one ROH depot or POH workshop where their verification for correct wagon number must have been done.

It has now been decided that the authority to generate new wagon numbers during the verification exercise, available with ROH depots and POH workshops shall be withdrawn with effect from 01.04.2020. Accordingly, whenever wagons are received, by ROH depots and POH workshops, that do not have numbers compliant to the prescribed wagon numbering scheme, verification and generation of new wagon numbers as well generation verification certificate shall be done from this office.

Wagons can be formed out conforming to 11 digit wagon numbering scheme for any of the reasons as below,
(a) Wagon having less that 11 digit number
(b) Wagon having incorrect test check number
(c) Wagon type and type code in wagon number not matching
(d) Wagon ownership and ownership code in wagon number not matching
(e) Wagon number being shown as duplicate
(f) Wagon number being shown as condemned and/or deleted

In all the above cases the concerned SSE/JE nominated by the depot shall be required to contact this office as per the contact details below for resolving the issue and generating the correct verification certificate. Such contact would involve an email, which should include

(a) PRO particulars of the wagon
(b) Photograph of wagon showing wagon number

Contd...2/-
The details of the contact persons are as below:

1. Mr. Ratan Kumar Srivastav, AME/Fr/RB, Mob.No. 9717646220 email id amefreight@gmail.com
2. Mr. Aman Awasti, CWI/Fr/RB, Mobile No.8882207178 email id cwifreight@gmail.com
3. Mr. Sanjeev, TA, Mobile No. 9717647551 email id cwifreight@gmail.com

It is also advised that this information should be sent sufficiently in advance of the likely despatch time of the wagon. Also the wagons being despatched without proper verification shall continue to remain NTXR rejectable as advised earlier vide letter under reference.

(AJAY NANDAN)
Exec. Director Mech. Enng. (Fr)
Railway Board

Copy to:
PED/W, Railway Board
ED/C&IS & EDME/W, Railway Board
DIR/NCO/New Delhi